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TO THE SHAREHOLDERS:
The directors are pleased to present the 27th Annual Report of the Company along with the Audited
Financial Statements as on 31st December 2015.
The year of rude awakenings: 2015 will be remembered as one of, if not, the worst year ever for Dry
Bulk shipping. The annual average BDI at 719 was just 4 points higher than the lowest in history, and tells its
own story. As a result of this disappointing year, the consensus opinion is that 2016 will be an equally tough
year.
The Baltic Dry Index started the year at 771 points and then hit a new all time low of 509 points on the
18th of February 2015. The BDI then struggled in the 500 point range all the way up to early June. Traditionally,
as you know, the summer months of June, July and August are the weakest months of the years, but not this
year. The market surprised us all by touching an annual high of 1,222 points on the 5th of August! It was,
unfortunately, a downhill journey from there till we touched a new all time low of 471 points on the 17 th of
December, traditionally the strongest time of the year, a year when seasonality has been stood on its proverbial
head! There was no surge in demand to justify the peak in rates reached in the summer months, however, at
least 20m DWT of dry bulk ships had been scrapped in the FH of 2015 which helped narrow the gap between
supply and demand and resulted in the spike in the BDI. New orders for ships were hovering near all time
                       
at the ship yard level. Many Dry Bulk ship orders for 2016 had been converted into Tankers and/or Container
ships. All of this helped reduce the pressure from the Supply side of the equation, and as a result, the negative
sentiment had started to disappear from the market by the middle of 2015. This is what allowed a spike in the
BDI, led by the cape sizes where scrapping had resulted in a negative growth in the overall supply of ships in
this sector. What this indicated was that the supply/demand balance was not that far off and any ‘real’ reduction
in the supply side could bring better balance to this equation very quickly. Unfortunately the scrapping rates in
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tremendous pressure in the later part of 2015. We suspect that the prospects for the FH of 2016 will not look
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a record for scrapped ships during all of 2016 if we are to see some semblance of balance return to the market
with reasonably healthy rates towards the end of 2016. At the current BDI levels almost all sectors in the dry
bulk market are operating below cash breakeven levels. Such an extreme aberration, logically speaking, should
not last for long. But you know what Lord Keynes had to say about such logic – Markets can stay irrational far
longer than you can stay solvent! We therefore think that the BDI will not push much lower than where we are
today and will remain range bound within 350 to 750 points for the better part, or all, of 2016.
There are two issues that drive the BDI. One is (over) supply of ships with which we have been
struggling for quite a while. If ship scrapping during 2016 exceeds the levels achieved during 2012 then we
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has already raised interest rates by 25 bps and intends to raise it by a further 100 bps during 2016. This tells
us that the US, the largest economy in the world, is faring well enough for their central bank to push interest
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this time last year about the prospects for 2015, we are similarly bearish about the prospects for 2016, but
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to and including 2008, allowing ship owners to over-order/buy ships with little equity and no forward contract
coverage, have for the most part taken big hits and where possible have sold their existing loan books at cents
to the dollar. Restructuring, inside or outside the bankruptcy courts, has happened in quite a few cases and
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companies. Others have reduced their shipping loan portfolio via a bulk sale to others or have simply exited
this business all together and have retired or disbanded their shipping teams. All these actions have resulted in
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The situation at the newbuilding shipyards has become untenable and quite a few of them have simply
closed shop, including state-owned shipyards in China, something that was simply inconceivable in the past.
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South Korea are home to many newbuilding shipyards that have been reported in the shipping press as having
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staggering losses approaching billions of dollars during 2015.
Low Oil Prices and the world economy: Generally speaking, lower energy costs result in an increase
in world economic growth rates. As shipping derives its demand from world GDP growth rates, any increase
in world GDP growth rates would therefore be welcome. The rule of thumb is that dry bulk demand increases
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by about 1.5 times world GDP growth rates. A lot depends on how well the lower oil prices help push world
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1997 you would recall that oil prices had more than halved during that time (USD 20/23 down to USD 9/10 per
barrel). That was one of the major factors that helped the Asian economies survive and eventually export and
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in saving the current world economy and allowing individual countries to export and consume their way out of
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to historically low prices. Lower commodity prices, in general, result in greater demand and that would mean
more cargoes to ship, hopefully over longer distances. Let us see how this low oil price environment plays out
during 2016.
Low Oil Prices and its impact on slow steaming: Lower bunker prices in theory should result in a
reduction of slow steaming but only if the daily time charter rates are high enough. At current daily time charter
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to a fresh all time low of 471 points on the 16th December 2015. Scrapping rates are dependent on two main
variables: the freight market (primary mover) and the price of scrap (secondary mover) and have no connection
with lower or higher oil prices. The latest scrap price at below USD 300 per steel ton of scrapped dry bulk ships
is probably at the trough and industry expectations are that scrap prices should not go down any further from
this point. If scrap prices remain where they are, and the freight markets stays as low as it currently is, we
expect many more ships to be scrapped in 2016 than were scrapped even in 2012. Basically, in a poor rate
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get employed in a low rate environment and cost their owners even to keep idle. Hence in a low rate environment,
with no hope for employment, most owners of older ships would examine the scrapping option more closely,
and with the threat of a fall in scrap prices, the decision making becomes easier.
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could head to the scrap yards depending on the direction of the BDI and scrap prices.
Slippage        
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by the start of 2018.
On the demand front, the large clouds of uncertainty still loom ominously on the horizon. China, the
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export markets. In terms of actual imports for 2015, China surprised the markets by increasing iron ore imports
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further 100 bps during 2016. This tells us that the US, the largest economy in the world, is faring well enough
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The EU is the second largest economy in the world after the USA and one of the largest exporting blocs
in the world. Their economy has disappointed to such an extent that the EU Central Bank is still continuing with
their QE program. As a result the Euro has fallen versus the USD and there is talk that it could head to parity or
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EU economy into life. Their propensity to export must not be underestimated as Germany used to be one of
the largest exporters in the world not too long ago. If they manage to grow their economy they will need more
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services of our industry.
Japan, the second largest dry bulk player in the world, continues to struggle. However, Nuclear power
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Yen depreciating from 75 to 120+ to the Dollar, and will likely reinvest in Japan as well as all their manufacturing
plants in Asia/around the world requiring more dry bulk imports.
India, with its weaker currency and new market oriented government could become a large player in the
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in massive congestion should import/export volumes climb appreciably. A consequent reduction in effective
supply of smaller ships would result fairly quickly. This would push the geared handy to ultra sectors in the
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Steel consumption in India is forecast to grow 7 percent in 2015, compared to a global contraction of 2 percent.
Considerable home-grown demand will be generated as the government invests heavily in road, commercial
and residential construction. Various reports suggest that Power, Coal and New & Renewable Energy would
be given a USD 250 billion boost under the current Indian government, the hope for shipping being that coal
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Argentine farmers will swiftly boost exports, increasing global supplies of wheat, corn and soybeans,
as Mauricio Macri their new President heralds the end of punitive export taxes and government regulations.
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lifted or reduced as Macri promised. Macri has also lifted currency controls a move that investors see leading
to a devaluation of as much as 35 percent for the peso, which would further help farmers trying to sell abroad.
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The one industrial sign that could point to a higher level of demand especially for bulk ships is the
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infrastructure development of USD 10 trillion spread over 10 years linking Asia to Europe and will encompass
between 30 to 60 countries via this massive land bridge that is to be built. Under development is a planned
network of overland road and rail routes, oil and natural gas pipelines, and other infrastructure projects that will
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This will do quite a few things not just for China but for the rest of the world.
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in the world especially since the iron ore miners have dug themselves into such a low price hole that
they cannot get out of, at least, in the medium term. Coal, the other ingredient required to produce
steel, is in a similar oversupply position so steel should be produced very cheaply indeed. Similar
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them to produce really cheap Cement for this project and correct this massive underutilization of
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growth rate which their leaders have collectively agreed upon for the next 5 years.
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to pick up pace, the restive Uyghur problem would be largely defused if not completely resolved.
3. The countries just above this area of China are the various Central Asian Republics that have been a
source of geopolitical instability the world over as they are governed by strong-men more interested
in acquiring the wealth of their country for their own personal gain rather than spreading economic
development to the rest of their fellow countrymen. As a result, these economies are in dire need of
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and defuse most of the geopolitical instability that they are otherwise exporting to the rest of the world.
4. ;   
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and cement their role as a welcome counter balance to the USA.
All the above activities would require larger movements of iron ore, coal, limestone, coke, wood and
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the dry bulk markets tremendously.
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over the past few years.
Year
2003
Av. BDI
2,617
   
24.8
Av. No. of Ships
28.39
    0.87

2004
4,510
110.1
44.63
2.47

2005
3,371
154.2
52.89
2.92

2006
3,180
92.6
54.00
1.72

2007
7,065
125.1
44.97
2.78

2008
6,390
148.1
44.12
3.36

2009
2,617
88.1
32.79
2.69

2010
2,758
35.5
21.39
1.66

2011
1,549
23.6
21.91
1.08

2012
920
4.5
30.44
0.15


2013
1,206
17.5
38.93
0.45

 
2014 2015
1,105
719
(2.5) (69.41)
41.66 45.46
(0.06) (1.53)

Our results for 2015 must be viewed against the average BDI for the year of 719 points, being the second
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seeking protection under Chapter 11 or undergoing restructuring of some sort or the other, we managed to keep
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raised about USD 100 million from a bullet repayment, 5 year maturity, unsecured bond and started selling our
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AWARDS AND ACCOLADES:
Precious Shipping won the IRMA South East Asia 2015 award for “Best in Sector: Industrials” category
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of the Thailand Sustainability Investment Awards, at the SET Sustainability Awards 2015 held by the Stock
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In terms of operations, during the year under review, the Total Revenues of the Company were Baht
4,263.92 million [2014: Baht 4,661.60 million] and the Company incurred a Net Loss of Baht 2,425.78 million
[2014: Baht 80.22 million]. During 2015, the Company performed impairment reviews in respect of the vessels
expected to be sold in 2016 and recognised an impairment loss of Baht 840.77 million, which is included in Net
Loss, based on fair value (net of direct selling expenses). The Company estimated the fair value of vessels
based on an average of latest selling price of vessels sold in the recent past. However, actual results might
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share capital in June 2015 through a rights offering [2014: Baht 15,283.85 million] and the Total Assets of the
Company have increased during the year to Baht 32,457.82 million [2014: Baht 27,908.53 million] mainly due
to the delivery of 4 Ships and cash received from increase in equity share capital in 2015. It is also to be noted
 ;   ; ' >  V     #@($   V 
was marginally higher due to depreciation of the Thai Baht against the U.S Dollar as at the end of year 2015
as compared that at the end of year 2014.
During the year, the Company incurred Baht 2,398.75 million [2014: Baht 82.31 million] as Net Loss before
Exchange loss of Baht 25.37 million [2014: Exchange Gain of Baht 4.33 million] and Income Tax of Baht 1.66
#   ' #   )  #  Z %  V# Q:   :  :   # ?
charter equivalent earnings of USD 6,266 per day per vessel as compared to USD 8,096 per day per vessel
for year 2014. The Net Vessel Operating Income (net of voyage disbursements and bunker consumption) in
absolute terms was lower than that of the previous year, mainly due to the lower average time-charter equivalent
earnings per day per vessel in year 2015. Absolute vessel running expenses (Opex), also increased by about
%#        :   # :     "":  #  
2014 (42 vessels). Average vessel running cost per day per vessel (Average Opex per Day) during the year
was marginally lower as compared to 2014. The technical downtime was an average of 10.36 days per vessel,
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sold 3 vessels and received Baht 123.50 million, and recorded Loss on sale of vessels of Baht 279.03 million.
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was calculated for the 22 years that we have been operating as a listed entity. Based on the closing share
price as on Monday the 16th September 2015 of Baht 7.25 per share (we started trading on the SET on the
16th September 1993) and assuming you had subscribed at the IPO, then, at the end of 22 years, you would
have 10.29 times your initial investment. This return does not assume any re-investment of the dividends into
shares or any interest on the dividends received.

FLEET REJUVENATION:
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2016/2017 whilst 12 ships more are due for delivery in 2016. However, we expect that only 5 newbuilds (from
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2017.
In a highly capital intensive business with very high leverage characterized by unpredictable and wildly
swinging cycles, the timing of the purchase of ships is possibly the single most important decision that has to
be made.

HIGHLIGHTS OF 2015:
The dry bulk market felt like it had a rude awakening during 2015 with the BDI collapsing to several
new all time lows towards the end of the year. As a result most shipping companies found their share values
tanking to almost all time lows. The year was characterized by Brazil steadily gaining lost ground over its arch
rivals the Australian iron ore exporters. Of the approximately 953.37 MMT of iron ore imported into China during
2015, Australia supplied almost 607.64 MMT (annual increase of 59.18 MMT over the 548.46 MMT in 2014)
with Brazil supplying 191.76 MMT (annual increase of 20.72 MMT over the 171.04 MMT in 2014). Despite the
ton-mile impact of the increase in iron ore shipments from Brazil, the BDI plunged to fresh all time lows towards
the end of the year. 2015 also felt the complete and utter absence of any form of traditional seasonality with
the summer months producing the high points for the BDI.
The Supply Side #            :   
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50 Panamaxes, 53 Ultras, 68 Supras, 88 Handymaxes and 113 Handy sizes scrapped, equivalent to 32.09
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The effect of the Global Financial Crisis        #  #     
upward economic growth pattern. As highlighted in earlier parts of this report, the USA has taken the decisive
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stand on its own two feet.
The largest economies within the EU block are exhibiting mixed economic growth rates. As a result the
EU Central Bank has continued with its QE program. This has resulted in the Euro falling sharply versus the
USD and there is talk that the Euro could head to parity or below. This combination of QE and a falling currency
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economy in the world, just a bit smaller than the massive US economy, and an extremely large exporter. Positive
growth rates in the EU block would have a substantial impact on the dry bulk markets with large quantities of
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other countries where they have manufacturing units. This should have a multiplier effect with even greater
demand for dry bulk commodities to feed the ever growing and hungry manufacturing facilities at Japanese units
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low prices and a domestic shortage.
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contingent on import pricing parity versus domestic production and transportation costs. Provisional Chinese
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291.63 MMT imported in 2014. Coal imports are expected to shrink but are contingent on import pricing parity
versus domestic coal production/transportation costs. In a country that currently produces and consumes some
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the Dry Bulk freight markets.
The BDI average for 2015 was 719 points the second lowest average in BDI history, just 4 points above
the lowest levels ever reached in 1986. To give this some perspective, the long term average for the BDI (1985
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ship. In terms of daily average Operating Expenses (Opex), we were marginally higher than our target of USD
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Market Segmentation/Benchmarking: During 2015, the Baltic Handy Size Index averaged 366 points
derived from the average Time Charter (TC) rate of USD 5,381. Compared to that, our Handies earned USD
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points derived from the average TC rate of USD 6,966. Compared to that, our Supramaxes earned USD 6,577,
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THE INDUSTRY OUTLOOK:
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to be scrapped during 2016 to 2019.
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them are likely to be scrapped during 2016 to 2019.
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likely to be scrapped during 2016 to 2019.
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to be scrapped during 2016 to 2019.
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are likely to be scrapped during 2016 to 2019.
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scrapped during 2016 to 2019.
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Our Competitive Position based on our existing 46 ships-in-the-water (as of date) plus the 4 ships on
order expected to be delivered in the rest of this year 2016, makes us one of the larger players in the market.
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potentially weaker, players.
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vessels from the market at historically low levels will enhance our competitive position for years to come.

THE ISSUES FACING OUR INDUSTRY:
Barring a pleasant surprise, it is clear that dry cargo shipping companies will need to raise cash
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Most Dry Bulk shipping companies, especially the smaller and non-listed ones, will simply give up as they
will not be able to manage against such overwhelming odds. The survivors, however, will be those companies
that are able to:
¥

Cut operational costs to the very bone without compromising safety.

¥

Sell non-core or older assets and raise cash.

¥

Call in more funds from their shareholders.

¥

Raise funds from alternate sources like bonds, leases etcetera as bank funding may not be available.

At PSL we have already raised about USD 65 million by way of Equity from our Shareholders by doing
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2015) and will continue and complete that process (another 12 older ships to go) before the end of 2017. And
we continue to be one of, if not, the lowest cost operator in the world in the geared ship segment (Handy to
Ultras).
Operating Costs of our Company continued steady in 2015. Most components have remained at their
previous levels. Crew wages however were revised upwards and are expected to increase further in the years
to come for us as well as the Industry. The requirement for experienced senior personnel continues to remain a
serious issue. Technological advancements on board modern ships both in navigation systems and machinery
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also witnessing low levels of claims. This has enabled the Clubs to be supportive of their shipowner members
in these times of depressed freight-market.
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done better than others based on past experience.
ZZ(Z( !(%z(Z{(Z !% )Z|ZZ are constantly updated to match demands
for enhanced steps to protect the environment.
"   $             #
with new onerous regulations for the protection of the environment.
Among several other requirements, engine exhaust emission standards are also controlled by the MARPOL
regulations. Caribbean Emission Control Area (ECA) became mandatory from 01 January 2014. The emission
standards applicable will be the same as those for the North American, North sea and Baltic ECA, i.e. vessels
      $  $ # ##
     
from January 2014 until January 2015. The second phase began in January 2015, when vessels in all ECAs
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will need to burn Low Sulphur Marine Gas oil (MGO) which is much more expensive than heavy fuel oil being
used now. Use of MGO in Main Engine is also a very big challenge technically as engines and fuel oil systems
are not designed for its use on existing vessels. Technological challenges of the future will include operation of
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fuels, we intend to deal with SOx emission limits by installing Exhaust Gas Cleaning Scrubbers on these new
vessels.
More countries are insisting on stringent ballast water management practices on board ships. Ballast water
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merchant shipping tonnage. Ballast water on board need to be treated to remove micro organism and mud etc to
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to our existing vessels have been relaxed recently. As per amended schedule, vessels are required to comply
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protection agency (EPA) has stipulated a slightly different schedule for compliance in the case of new building
vessels and existing vessels. They are also considering further delayed implementation by granting extensions on
the basis that they have not fully approved any treatment plant until now. All new building vessels of the company
(keels laid after 1st Dec 2013) are being equipped with ballast water treatment plants in accordance with US
EPA requirement. However until now, no treatment plant has received full approval of USCG. Presently USCG
is accepting them as alternate management system (AMS) until approval is obtained. As a result of initiatives
from the International Labor Organization (ILO), working and living conditions of crewmembers on board are
receiving increased importance. In order to formalize this and ensure uniform compliance, (ILO) has adopted
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Maritime Labour Compliance (DMLC) will be required on board to ensure compliance with the Convention for
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operated by the Company have obtained a Statement of Compliance with the MLC 2006 after inspections and
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authorities to address this issue at the earliest.
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vessels are fully compliant with the MLC requirements.
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conscious, guided by compliance with the newer regulations. The recent Paris agreement on climate changes
 {
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that the IMO along with the ICS will take a pro-active role to put in place regulations which will apply to shipping
on a global scale. One of these is likely to be the mandatory reporting of CO2 emissions (measured in grammes/
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emissions) – which will be implemented by 2018 for all vessels operating in the EU region. Global shipping is
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and reduced waste heat (even the exhaust gases from the auxiliary engines is diverted through the boiler to
use the available heat). The new vessels with larger cargo carrying capacity are expected to operate with low
CO2 emissions especially (as world trade improves) with more regular fully laden voyages. Besides, there are
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regulations are expected to become more stringent in the coming years. In addition, certain states in the USA
are likely to require ships calling their ports to use shore power which is greener than the power generated on
 G'
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the exhaust gas from ships for treatment before discharging into the atmosphere. These measures are still
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environmental policy, plans and actions, and will demonstrate that the Company is an environmentally responsible
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by MARPOL Annex VI regulations from January 2013. Vessels have also fully implemented the more stringent
garbage disposal regulations required by MARPOL Annex V which came into force from January 2013.
Maritime Training Center: :   %  V#  ?<  } # ;
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of the crew, cargo and the ship by preventing accidents, thus also helping to preserve the environment. In the
current scenario of a worldwide shortage of trained personnel, and the rapid promotions that is a natural result
of such a shortage, this is a major step to provide specialized training that would otherwise have been acquired
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and shore-based personnel. The aim is to increase knowledge about human capabilities and limitations and
to reinforce positive attitudes towards safety and teamwork. MRM is generally accepted to be one of the most
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well as failures in effective teamwork and resource management. The MRM course is authorized and licensed
by The Swedish Club, a member of the International Group of P&I Clubs, and one of the few insurers providing
Hull as well as P&I insurance covers. Apart from the MRM courses, the PSL Training Center has classrooms,
Video-Based Training (VBT) and Computer based training (CBT) for the ship staff. Courses include MRM, Bridge
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(Standard Marine Communication Phrases) within the BTM and MRM courses, with the aim of developing our
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The PSL Training Center liaises very closely with the Technical Department in order to identify the training
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gears with special focus on hydraulic”, and “Shipboard Safety for Ratings” (SSR) for crew. The PSL Training
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to accompany class-room theoretical courses. These will augment the Bridge Simulator (which is essentially for
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courses designed to better understand the operation and for effective trouble-shooting. Junior engineers are
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The use of “Electronic Chart Display and Information System” (ECDIS) has become mandatory for new
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they can use it as a primary means for navigation.
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could have disastrous consequence.
There are already conceptual designs on small crafts that try to eliminate or minimize the human effort
onboard ships. Some experts in automation visualize that in the next twenty years or so, ships may be totally
un-manned with automated equipment onboard, which can be monitored and controlled from shore based
stations. Although this concept seems unrealistic at present, if and when such development takes place, it will
drastically change the present model of shipping operations.
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PSL Training Centre has equipped itself and developed ECDIS training course. After attending approved ECDIS
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Cyber Risks: Information technology has changed our world like never before, and has fuelled
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exception, but lags behind other land-based industries in adopting Information and Communication Technology
(“ICT”) in ship operations and management.
In the shipping industry, ICT is being progressively integrated into operational and business processes
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sophisticated and personalized software. Besides communications and navigation, it enables shipowners to
     & #     #     % #:      
wastage, by closely monitoring fuel usage, speed, and other factors in real time.
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In the absence of appropriate protection and loss prevention measures, the increased reliance on
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manoeuvre that targets IT systems, computer networks and personal computer devices in order to compromise,
destroy or access company and ship systems and data.
Cyber security threats in present times have increased in variety, frequency and sophistication — from a
Trojan USB stick that introduces malware aimed at acquiring sensitive commercial information or an email with
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of opportunity.
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Ships nowadays regularly use Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) and ECDIS combined with
Automatic Information System (AIS) transponders. An attack on Global Positioning Satellites (GPS) systems
could threaten a vessel not knowing their precise location at sea or while manoeuvring in port. Recently the
USCG has issued a Safety Alert about disruptions in the GPS system due to loss of signal and how some
    :              #          
was resumed. These types of events highlight the potential detrimental impact to navigation caused by GPS
   ##     #         :  Q & #   # 
The heavy reliance on GNSS navigation and its vulnerability to malicious attack by cyber criminals has brought
to fore the importance of re-learning celestial navigation as a back-up measure for mariners.
At PSL we have reviewed and found that:
¥
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and we have not come across any case of Cyber Crime as of date.



¥
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access on-board ships through Inmarsat Satellite internet system. That minimises, if not completely
eliminates, the risk due to Cyber-attacks onboard ships.

¥
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Vessel Data Recorders (VDR) which are integrated as part of the Integrated Bridge System (IBS),
our system setup on-board ensures that no data from these equipment is available or transmitted
            < 

Nevertheless, in order to reduce vulnerability to both cyber accidents and cyber-attacks, and to ensure
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at all levels of the company – from senior management ashore to the crew on-board, as an inherent
           :  ]
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in company policies – by considering how to align cyber risks with the existing security and safety
 #  #  &  #      )| )}V ] 
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in relevant onboard procedures – by including new related requirements in in-house training programs,
day to day operations of the vessel and maintenance of critical cyber systems, if any, that may exist
onboard.

The scourge of piracy, continues to be a concern notwithstanding the fact that no pirate attacks were
reported in the three years 2013-15 in the Somali basin as opposed to 35 incidents in the previous year. There
  #      :       >        
review.
The presence of international Navies and their patrolling the high risk areas, and the use of armed security
guards on board, have succeeded in making piracy for the Somalis less lucrative.
Apart from the Somali pirates and their attacks in the Arabian Sea/Indian Ocean, Nigeria and its offshore
oil installations in the Gulf of Guinea continues to be vulnerable to pirate attacks, with incidents being reported
at regular intervals. The primary difference between the two is that Nigeria has an elected Government with
clear policies to deter piracy in its waters and that helps localize the menace and also control/handle it.
Attacks in the South East Asia region appeared on the increase, targeted vessels usually smaller oil
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has been effective in tackling piracy in the region.
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JOINT VENTURES:
The status of our joint-venture investments is as follows:
¥

Southern LPG Pvt Ltd. (SLPG): The process of closing down this entity is almost complete now.
During the year 2015, the Company received INR 9.40 million, equivalent to USD 0.14 million
 # ' "#     V# Q  &   |  
recorded as gain on sale of current investment.

¥

International Seaports (Haldia) Pvt Ltd: This is now our only operational investment in Ports in the
 (V#             :  # ; 
JV continues to operate very well and we have to-date received total dividends of USD 3.02 million,
    Y  ) :  # #   ?^*     
value in this investment and hope to increase our shareholding at an opportune time in the future.

IN CONCLUSION:
Demand: The environment for 2016 is going to be characterized by extreme volatility. Downside risks for
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more ships to come. But it is not all gloom and doom. The upside potential for 2016 consists of, amongst others,
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currencies in Euro zone and Japan helping them to export their economies out of trouble. The ban imposed on
   #  #)           :  
China being forced to source these same cargoes from countries that are much further away thereby increasing
the ton-mile demand. Time will tell if 2016 will ends up with a pleasant surprise or be the source of more pain
for the hapless dry bulk ship owners.
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to the end of 2019, the lack of funding coupled with delays in deliveries at ship yards would subject them to a
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period.
Financing: Just two years after the “strategic” entry of the Private Equity Investor into the shipping space
in 2013 when shipping companies raised USD 12 billion through the private placement/equity route which was
a whopping 3 times over that of year 2012, and robust interest until the 1st quarter of 2014, the PE Investor
all but disappeared from the market, A mere USD 1 billion was raised from this source and with a drop in funds
raised through the Bond market from USD 11 billion to just a shade over USD 6 billion (the lowest ever after
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80 percent! This is once again the highest ever in absolute terms as well as in percentage terms since 2008
(Source: Marine Money).
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going to be Bank Loans once again to the rescue…..or so the Ship-owner believes or rather likes to believe.
However, it may come as a nasty surprise that Banks are now relooking at their “pretend and extend” policy
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that many players in the Industry, particularly those who are not able to bolster their liquidity in the short term
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lending. Banks on their part of course will struggle to get the “right” safe enough deals that they would want
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Do not be surprised to see more bankruptcies and action brought on by the lending Banks on borrowers who
have failed to show performance in terms of raising additional funds to bolster their liquidity to at least partially
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Concluding Remark: Considering all the above, we are taking advantage of the opportunities that are
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